Prof BS Saini

From: "Placement Punjabi University" <placement@pbi.ac.in>
Date: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 3:51 PM
To: "Balraj Singh" <placement.brs@gmail.com>; "Amardeep Dhiman" <amardeep_dhiman@yahoo.com>;
<ce2013pup@yahoo.com>; <ecedpup@gmail.com>; "Gurmeet Kaur" <farishta02@yahoo.co.in>;
"Inderpreet Singh Ahuja" <ahujaips@gmail.com>
Cc: "Gaurav Deep AP UCoE" <deepgaurav48@pbi.ac.in>; "Dr Pankaj Mohindru"
<pankajmohindru@rediffmail.com>; <gaurav_bhagat1010@gmail.com>; "bhumika bhardwaj"<bhumikabhhardwaj1997@gmail.com>; "Harsh Dev Singh" <harshdevsingh.edcellpup@gmail.com>; "study
s" <jasmine241996@gmail.com>; "jashandeep kaur" <jashandeep32@gmail.com>;
"Nikhil Madhan" <nikhil.madhan64@gmail.com>; "tewariprikshit97@gmail.com">;
<rahuldeepattri1996>
<rahuldeepattri1996@gmail.com>; "Rajat Singh" <rajatsingh.b115@gmail.com>;
"MANIK GARG" <manikgarg06@gmail.com>; "Akanksha Kori" <akankshakori@gmail.com>;
"Yash Sharma" <yashrub123@gmail.com>; "sameer kumar" <kumarsameer1202@gmail.com>;
"Piyush Malhotra" <pnmalhotra201295@gmail.com>; "Meghna Kapoor" <meghnakapoor1234@gmail.com>
<manpreetkaur6136@gmail.com>; "Preet Gill" <gilipreet0996@gmail.com>;
"Prabal Sharma" <prabal.sharma86@gmail.com>;
"Vinohit Garg" <vinohit97@gmail.com>; "Jasleen Singh"
<jasleenisingh.co.in@gmail.com>;
"pushpanshhardwaj6796" <pushpanshhardwaj6796@gmail.com>;
"himanshu gakhar" <hgakhar1@gmail.com>; "Navjot Kaur" <navjotjothi@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: 50 Pre-placement Interviews (PPIs) from Sapient | Sapient Triathlon

HoDs/Faculty Coordinators - please circulate the trailing mail to 3rd year students and
motivate them to register.

Dr Balraj - please post (e-Notice & Facebook page) for 2018/2019 batch students.

PRs/Clubs - please circulate it in your groups.

Cooperation of all will be appreciated.

Dr Dham
Placement Cell PUP

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Sapient <noreply@dare2compete.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 7, 2018 at 2:41 PM
Subject: 50 Pre-placement Interviews (PPIs) from Sapient | Sapient Triathlon
To: "vc@pbi.ac.in" <vc@pbi.ac.in>

Dear Placement Officer,

Greetings for the day!

Please forward this email to all 3rd & 4th year students at your college. Please let us know
once you have forwarded it.

Do you want to be part of the Sapient family? If yes, then we are please to announce Sapient Triathlon,
one-of-its-kind challenge for Engineering students where you get to participate across three different
activities.
Analytical Hackathon (Non-Coding) - Analyse huge data sets to make sense out of them and answer analytical business-oriented questions on a specific domain.

Coding Hackathon - Program your way through 4 different coding challenges in 6 hours with varied difficulty level to bring the best out of you.

IT Simulation Game - Well, this will surely be something new for all of you. A game in which you manage a complete IT project on your own given the set of resources.

Sounds Exciting! Register now at https://dare2compete.com/p/triathlon-sapient-57066

Prizes: Top 50 grab an opportunity to be a part of the Sapient family. Over 50 Pre-placement Interviews (PPI) for students graduating in 2018 & 2019 are up for grabs. The top winner gets an iPhone X, while the next two winners take home a MacBook Pro each.

Eligibility: All 3rd and 4th year engineering students across India

Regards
Sapient Triathlon Team

--
Vice Chancellor's Office
Punjabi University
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